These books have been previously put on library reserve and/or listed in the syllabus for the course indicated. Use the call number after the title and author to find the book on our library shelves.

**COURSE: CLIMATE AND WEATHER**

- The weather identification handbook / Storm Dunlop - QC 981.2 .D86 2003

**COURSE: CLIMATE CHANGE (SEMINAR)**


**COURSE: CRITICAL ZONE**


**COURSE: GEOLOGY AND HUMANITY**

- Coal: human history / Barbara Freese - TN 802 .F74 2016
- Dirt: the erosion of civilizations / David R. Montgomery - SS90.7.M566 2012
- Earth transformed / William F. Ruddiman - QC884.R83 2014

**COURSE: GEOLOGY OF MOUNT DESERT ISLAND**

• Guide to the geology of Mount Desert Island and Acadia National Park / Duane and Ruth Braun - QE120.M6B73 2016
• Reading the rocks : the autobiography of the earth / Marcia Bjornerud - QE31.B524 2005
• The Geology of Mount Desert Island : a visitor's guide to the geology of Acadia National Park / Richard A. Gilman ... [et al.] - QE 120 .A3 C.1 1988 Map1 c.1
• The map that changed the world : William Smith and the birth of modern geology / Simon Winchester - QE22.S6W55 2001
• The rocks don't lie : a geologist investigates Noah's flood / David R. Montgomery - QE39.5.P3M66 2012

**COURSE: MINERALOGY AND PETROLOGY (TUTORIAL)**

• Introduction to optical mineralogy / William D. Nesse - QE369.O6N47 2004
• The 22nd edition of the manual of mineral science : (after James D. Dana) / Cornelis Klein ; with continued contribution of Cornelius S. Hurlbut, Jr - O/S QE372.2.K54 2002

**COURSE: NATURAL RESOURCES**

• Coal : human history / Barbara Freese - TN 802 .F74 2016
• Sustainable energy : without the hot air / David JC MacKay - TJ 808 .M335 2009

**COURSE: QUANTITATIVE GEOMORPHOLOGY**

• Geomorphology : the mechanics and chemistry of landscapes / Robert S. Anderson and Suzanne P. Anderson - GB401.5.A43 2010

**COURSE: ROCKS AND MINERALS**

• Introduction to optical mineralogy / William D. Nesse - QE369.O6N47 2004
• The 22nd edition of the manual of mineral science : (after James D. Dana) / Cornelis Klein ; with continued contribution of Cornelius S. Hurlbut, Jr - O/S QE372.2.K54 2002